Introduction and preliminaries 1. Let R be an open Riemann surface. By a density P on R we mean a non-negative and continuously differentiable functions P(z) of local parameters z-^xΛ iy such that the expression P{z)dxdy is invariant under the change of local parameters z. In this paper we always assume that PφO unless the contrary is explicitly mentioned. We consider an elliptic partial differential respectively. By a solution of (1) on R we mean a twice continuously differentiable function which satisfies the relation (l) on R. We denote by PB (or PD or PE) the totality of bounded (or Dirichlet-finite or energy-finite) solutions of (1) on R. We also denote by PBD ^PBΠPD and PBE ^PBf\ PE. If the class X contains no non-constant function, then we denote the fact by R e Ox,
parabolic Riemann surface. Ozawa [5] , [6] proved that Oo C OPB C OPE = OPBE and under the condition \\ Pdxdy < °°, O PB -OPE = OPBE.
Functions considered in this paper are always assumed to be real-valued.
For a class X of functions, we denote by £ + the totality of non-negative functions in 3E.
A subdomain of R is said to be analytic if its relative boundary consists of a finite number of analytic closed Jordan curves.
As far as the author knows a little is published about the class PD or
Op D (cf. Royden [8] ). The aim of the present paper is to show that the class Theorem 5 for the property OPK is found in the recent work of Ozawa [6] .
3. For convenience we state some fundamental facts for solutions of (1) which we shall use later. In this section we admit the case P=0. A non- negative (or non-positive) solution on R does not take its maximum (or minimum) in R unless it is a constant. A solution on R which takes both of positive and negative values does not take its maximum and minimum in ft
If R is a bordered compact surface and u is a non-negative solution of (l) and h is a harmonic function such that u and h are continuous on RKJdR and h>u on BR t then h>u on R. We shaίί quote these facts as maximum principle.
For a compact subset K of R t there exists a positive constant k such that it holds the inequality
for any non-negative solution «oni? and for any two points p and q in K.
We shall call this inequality as Harnack type inequality,
A monotone sequence of solutions on R which is bounded at a point of R converges to a solution uniformly on any compact subset of R. A bounded sequence of solutions on R contains a subsequence converging to a solution on R uniformly on any compact subset of R. We shall quote these facts as Harnack type theorem.
If a sequence of solutions on R converges to a function uniformly on each compact subset of /?, then the limiting function is a solution and the sequence of differentials of these solutions converges to the differential of this limiting solution.
A bounded solution on R except a compact subset of logarithmic capacity zero can be continued to a solution defined on R.
Other important facts for the equation Δu~Pu is the solvability of Dirichlet problem on any analytic compact subdomain with continuous boundary value and the existence of Green's function of Δu = Pu with respect to an arbitrary Riemann surface R unless P=0 on R.
For proofs of these facts, refer to Myrberg's fundamental work [2] and A continuous function / defined on a subdomain U of R is said to be a Proof. As /-u is a subsolution in {/with/-u = 0 on 9(7, so by maximum
From this and the energy principle
Duίfl ~ Dσίul > JJ^ P(u 2 -f 2 ) dxdy > 0.
Next suppose that Dσίfl = DuLul. Then from above we get Euίfl-Euίu]. By the energy principle, we finally get / = u.
Q.E.D.
Existence of bounded solutions 6. Virtanen [9] proved that the existence of a non-constant Dirichletfinite harmonic function implies the existence of a non-constant bounded harmonic function. First we prove such a Virtanen type theorem for the equation
Δu^Pu.
THEOREM 1. The existence of a non-constant Dirichlet-finite solution of άu-Pu implies the existence of a non-constant bounded solution of Δu -Pu
Proof. Let u be a non-constant PD-function on R. Contrary to the assertion, assume that there exists no non-constant bounded solution of Δu-Pu on R. Hence, in particular, u is not bounded. We take an exhaustion {R n }ΐ of R consisting of analytic compact subdomains R n such that R-Ri is con- Next we put /=|ί#**|. This is a Dirichlet-finite subsolution in R~-R t vanishing on 3/?i. We denote by #" (resp. ft w ) the continuous function on
Rn" Rι which is a solution (resp. harmonic) in R n -Ri with boundary value
By maximum principle f<Vn<hn and the sequences {v n } and {hn} are non-decreasing. By using Dirichlet principle.
As dRi consists of analytic curves and fc« = 0 on dRi and Dirichlet integral of hn is bounded by DZfl, so {h n } converges to a harmonic function h with finite Dirichlet integral on R-R lm Thus f<v n <h and so by the Harnack type theorem, {v n } converges to a solution v such that f<v<h, which shows v = 0 on a/?! and i; > 0 in /?-^. As DΓW < <», so ft 2 admits a harmonic majorant ft* (cf. Parreau [7] The proof of this fact is contained in the proof of Theorem 1. We must notice that this fact is not true in general in the case when PΞ=0 on R, i.e. Hence by putting ra = supai? 0 I/I,
Thus by the Harnack type theorem the non-decreasin sequence {v n } of solutions 
REMARK 1 TO THEOREM 2. Suppose that R is embedded into a Riemann surface R! as its subsurface and Γ consists of a finite number of analytic closed
Jordon curves which are contained in the boundary of R relative to R f . Moreover suppose that the density P on R is the restriction of a density P f on R' to R. The class PD and the ideal boundary of R
Assume that two functions u and v in PD(R) are continuously extended to

RUΓ. Then u V v and u A v are continuously extended to RUΓ and u V v = max {u t v) and u
A v = min («, v) on Γ.
Proof. As we have identities w V v={u-v) VO + t;, max («, v) = max (u
It is well known that CWproperty of a Riemann surface is determined
by its ideal boundary. The corresponding facts are also valid for the equation
Δu-Pu.
In our case, more strong facts hold, i.e. the vector space structure of the class PD is completely determined by the behaviour of P at the ideal boundary of R. This means that vector spaces PD and PD are isomorphic if P and P' are two densities on R which are not identically zero on R and P~ P' except a compact subset of R. This fact is also formulated as follows. Let
Ro be an analytic compact subdomain of R such that R -RQ is connected. We Clearly the mapping u-* u* satisfies or πu 1 -πu" = πϊί f -πϋ". It is easily seen from (3) and (4) Hence π is a one-to-one linear mapping of PD onto P c £> and so the class For an arbitrary u in P 0 A we can apply Jordan decomposition u = u VO + wΛO, since P 0 7) is a vector lattice (cf. Theorem 2 and Remark 1 to 
